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We are delighted to announce that Nikkei Inc. will hold ARCHITECTURE + CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 2016 at Tokyo Big 
Sight for a period of four days in March, 2016. This exhibition will be the perfect opportunity for you to present your new 
products and services, enhance your corporate image, and interact with prospective customers in Japan. We sincerely hope 
that you will be interested in becoming part of this important event.

Interior / Exterior decorative materials
Flooring
Roofing / Ceilings
Doors and Opening parts
Supplementary materials
Construction materials and Functional materials
Other materials
Interior
Landscape/Exterior
Software
Design / Construction related
Facility equipment
Energy Saving, Energy Creation and Energy Storage Materials / Facilities
Earthquake Resisting Device / Materials / Service
Information / Publishing / Consulting / Franchise recruitment
Others

The exhibition will be effectively advertised 
and promoted through a various mediums of 
the Nikkei Media Group. Among them are The 
Nikkei, The Nikkei Business Daily, The Nikkei MJ, 
NIKKEI.com (the group's news site), and other 
professional journals. Our 
promotional campaign also 
includes publicity through TV 
Tokyo's regular and satellite 
broadcasting networks.

Direct mail ads sent to 
prospective visitors including 
major buyers, utilizing the 
huge database of the Nikkei 
Media Group.

Up-to-date show information 
as well as the current trends 
of the industry offered through 
the official website all year long.
http://messe.nikkei.co.jp/en/

Attracting prospective visitors 
with theme-specific seminars.

Promotions through e-mail magazine, sent to pre-registered 
visitors and visitors to the previous events organized 
by Nikkei.

Partnerships with trade newspapers 
and magazines for publicity.

NIKKEI MESSE is the leading comprehensive exhibition in Japan. It brings together advanced designs, cutting-edge technologies 
and products, and information needed to solve various challenges in urban and shop innovation, among them “concern for the 
environment,” “energy conservation,” “safety and security,” and “response to the aging population.” A total of 1,200 exhibitors 
present products, services, and information needed for “safe and comfortable” urban and shop innovation in a new age. A broad 
variety of fields is covered, among them “shops and commercial facilities” that form the heart of a vibrant community, “offices” 
that stand as centers of business, and “housing” for affluent living. Some 200,000 visitors make their way to the exhibition’s venue 
at Tokyo Big Sight. NIKKEI MESSE has a 44-year history that stretches back to “JAPAN SHOP,” which was first held in 1972. It 
continues to make history as a comprehensive exhibition that contributes to urban and shop innovation in Japan.

ARCHITECTURE ＋ CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 2016 (The 22nd edition)
March 8 (Tue.) ‒ 11 (Fri.), 2016
10:00 a.m. ‒ 5:00 p.m. (10:00 a.m. ‒ 4:30 p.m. on the last day)
TOKYO BIG SIGHT (Tokyo International Exhibition Center) East Hall 5 & 6
¥2,000 (Free with online registration, tax incl.)
Nikkei Inc.
290 companies expected
640 booths expected
200,000 persons* expected       *all concurrent 6 exhibitions combined

Title
Dates

Venue
Admission
Organizer

Number of Exhibitors
Number of Booths

Number of Visitors

7-1  Nikkei Media Group 7-3  Direct Mail

7-4  E-mail Magazine

7-5  Partnership with Industry Media

7-6  Seminars

7-2  Official Website

6-1  General Construction Materials and 
Related Products Zone

Various architecture-related products using photocatalytic 
technology

6-5  Photocatalytic Products Zone

Various building materials, equipment and software for 
reform and renovation of: detached or multiple dwelling 
house, commercial building, warehouse, education, medical, 
welfare, nursing, and sporting facility related; Maintenance 
and inspect ion services;  Relevant informat ion and 
publications; Consulting; Looking for sales agents or 
franchisees, etc.

6-2  Reform and Renovation Zone

Construction period shortening; Labor saving methods and 
parts. Materials and equipment to heighten safety and 
efficiency of construction work; Transportation equipment; 
IT equipment or robot; Construction managing software; 
Temporary materials such as scaffold, plastic sheeting, 
enclosure, guard fencing; Construction equipment such as 
helmet, construction ware, safety shoes; Human resource 
service; Consulting; Wide range of products and services 
that improve the productivity, safety, and hospitality of 
construction site environment including facilities and services 
making comfortable working conditions for women, etc.

6-4  Construction Site Zone

Various architectural materials, Interior and Furniture goods 
using domestic lumber, etc.

6-3  Domestic Lumber Zone

Construction Site 
Zone

Reform and 
Renovation 

Zone

Domestic 
Lumber Zone

General Construction Materials 
and Related Products Zone

Photocatalytic 
Products Zone

Good Design 
Zone

Nikkei Inc.
NIKKEI Inc. is the publisher of The Nikkei daily newspaper, which focuses on the economy, industries and the distribution and retail 
business. Now printed at 33 locations in Japan and overseas, Nikkei newspapers bring the latest business and economic 
news to readers all over the world. The company also provides the newspaper’s electronic version, NIKKEI.com in Japanese 
(http://www.nikkei.com/), English (http://asia.nikkei.com/) and Chinese (http://cn.nikkei.com/), and holds large-scale exhibitions on 
such subjects as urban development and the environment.

Message Range of Exhibits

Promotional Campaign

Japan’s leading comprehensive exhibition, “NIKKEI MESSE”,
the quickest way to promote your company in the Japan market!

Outline

Japan’s leading exhibition of franchise business. Franchisors and 
their sales agents from outside Japan, investment institutions, and 
investors seeking opportunities to go into partnership with Japanese 
franchisors are encouraged to participate in this special exhibition.

Japan’s leading exhibition of security 
products, offering state-of-the-art video 
surveil lance systems and access 
control systems.

（24th）

Japan’s leading exhibition showcasing the 
newest IT equipment and systems that will 
help improve retailers’ settlement systems, 
marketing capability, and logistics system.

Japan’s leading exhibition of “products 
and materials to create attractive 
shops,” boasting a 44-year history.

（32nd） （32nd）

East Hall 1, 2, 3

East Hall 4, 5, 6

West Hall 1, 2 (1F)

LED NEXT STAGE

West Hall 3, 4 (4F)East Hall West Hall

TOKYO 
FRANCHISE SHOW

ARCHITECTURE + 
CONSTRUCTION 

MATERIALS

SECURITY SHOW

JAPAN SHOP

（6th）

Japan’s leading exhibition of LEDs and OLEDs, gathering key 
designs for next-generation lighting solutions, including solid state 
lighting (SSL) technology, devices and lighting applications, and 
exploring new use of LEDs as critical semiconductor technology.

RETAILTECH JAPAN

Nikkei Messe Special Expo
Future of Urban ＆ 
Retail Development 
2016

（45th）
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Distributor (Retailer, Service industry)

Building / Design office

Housing maker

Material, Fixture and Furniture suppliers

Contractor

National / Local government

Trading company, Wholesaler

Real estate, Developer

Maintenance agency

Outsourcer, etc.

8-1  Number of visitors 8-2  Visitor profile

10-2  Number of targeted visitors10-1  Attainment of the aim 10-3  Intention to exhibit at next show

9-1  Level of benefit 9-2  Power of decision on purchasing 9-3  Business outline

Many of good quality users linked to 
your business have visited the show!

11-4  Cancellation Fee

11-5  Others

11-2  Application and Payment

❶

❷

❸

❹

Application deadline: October 16, 2015

11-1  Exhibition Fee (tax included)

11-3  Booth Location

Cancellation Fee
from the formal application date to 
November 16, 2015

on or after November 17, 2015

50% of Exhibition Fee

100% of Exhibition Fee

Exhibitor Application Guideline and Notice

Note :

Raw Space Fee

“Raw Space Fee” includes the following

￥378,000 / 9sqm

￥54,000 per exhibitor

● 1 booth space　● System wall panels　● Booth No. board

Website Registration Fee (Required)

“Website Registration Fee” that includes introduction of 
company information and product information on the official 
website (Japanese / English).

   *The information on the website will be posted until the end of 2016.

Decorating Package (Optional)

1 Booth 2 Booths135,000 200,880
For more detail, please contact the Overseas Contact Office.

Total Amount (tax included)

Needle Punched Carpet
(*Select color)

Carpet Color : Red, Orange, 
Green, Blue, Gray, Beige

Beam (Ceiling structure) x1
Fascia
Company Name Board x1
Booth No. Board
Round Table (600mm ∅) x1

Folding Chair x4
System Display Box with Storage x3
(W990mm x D495mm x H920mm)
Reception Counter x1
(W900mm x D450mm x H800mm)
LED Spotlight x3
100V Outlet (up to 900w, 2plugs) x1
Electrical Installation 1kw
Power Supply Usage Fee 1kw

Decorating Package includes the following:

1 Booth Image

Exhibitors have recognized the show as 
the place to approach their target buyers! 

March 3 rd (Tue.)

March 4 th (Wed.)

March 5 th (Thu.)

March 6 th (Fri.)

Cloudy

Sunny

36,090（36,155）

53,385（49,878）

60,375（59,707）

60,760（60,500）

WeatherDate

TOTAL

17,613（16,164）

25,580（22,382）

29,154（28,341）

30,561（28,499）

210,610（206,240）102,908（95,386）

No. of visitors
(No. of visitors in 2014)

[All 6 exhibitions]

No. of visitors
(No. of visitors in 2014)

[incl.JAPAN SHOP] 

1)  Prices above do not include the costs of displays, carpets, signs, 
furniture or electrical power. Please use the optional decorating 
package shown on the right, or exhibitor may obtain necessary 
furnishings independently.

2)  The height limit for fixtures depends on the booth space.
3)  Co-exhibitors are required to rent one booth each.
4)  Registration fee of co-exhibitor information is ¥54,000 per 

co-exhibitor.

Please fax or e-mail the application form, a copy of the 
brochure about the product(s) to be exhibited and the 
contact person's business card to the Overseas Contact 
Office. 
If there is no deficiency in your application form, the 
Overseas Contact Office will send you an invoice for the 
exhibition fee. 
You are requested to pay your exhibition fee in full 
within three weeks of the issuance of the invoice.
Your application is deemed formally accepted and you 
are treated as an exhibitor on the payment of your exhibition 
fee.

If an exhibitor cancels an application for any reason, or 
reduces the number of booths applied for, the following cancellation 
charge must be paid depending on the date of cancellation.

Applicants must pay the exhibition fee / optional decorating 
package fee in full. Any bank charges accruing from transferring 
fees invoiced by the Overseas Contact Office must be borne 
by applicants. The Overseas Contact Office will charge 
shortage in cash in Japanese yen from exhibitors during the 
exhibition if there is any deficiency in payments made by 
exhibitors. If an exhibitor cancels its application, any bank 
charges accruing from its cancellation must be borne by the 
exhibitor.

Booth locations will be decided and announced by the 
Organizer at the exhibitor briefing session on December 3, 
2015.

Beam

Overseas Contact Office :
Tel: +81-3-3512-5670   Fax: +81-3-3512-5680
E-mail: tradefairs2016@smj.co.jp

Space Media Japan

Previous Edition Results

Results of Exhibitor questionnaires (2015)

Results of Visitor questionnaires (2015)

 Occasionally 
Sunny

 Cloudy then 
Sunny

No answer  2.5％

Highly beneficial  18.5％

Beneficial  56.7％

Average  
20.9％

Slightly beneficial  1.4％

Not beneficial  0.0％

No answer  7.1％

Final decision maker  
16.1％

Have strong 
influence  
21.1％

Decision 
maker
20.9％

Have some 
influence
18.9％

Have little
 influence

15.9％

No answer  6.2％

Adopt / 
Purchase construction 
materials and fixtures  
33.2％

Others  
29.4％

Provide / 
Manufacture construction 
materials and fixtures
31.2％

Very good  24.5％

Good  56.3％

Fair  16.4％

Not good  2.1％

Poor  0.0％

No answer  0.7％
Satisfaction  6.6％

More than expected  
39.2％

Fair
  44.8％

Less than
 expected

  6.3％

A few  1.0％

No answer  2.1％
Definitely will exhibit  
27.6％

Positively consider exhibiting  
43.4％

Will consider
 exhibiting

  26.2％

Will not exhibit  1.4％
No answer  1.4％

8

9

10

11
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Signature

Contact person （ Please fill in the address, if it is different from the above head office. ）

Name :

http://

Job title / Dept. Address :

Tel : Fax : E-mail :

Name of company :
Contact person :
Address :
Tel / Fax :
E-mail :

Date

To : Overseas Contact Office
We, the undersigned, hereby make application for exhibit space in the exhibition and declare that all obligations, right and duties resulting from this application are to be governed 
by the “Exhibition Rules” set forth by the organizer, which we have read and we have agreed.
(*Please pay attention to the Exhibition Rules)

            /                       / 2015

APPLICATION FORM

Contact person / Representative in Japan

□  General Construction Materials and Related Products Zone

□  Photocatalytic Products Zone

□  Reform and Renovation Zone
□  Construction Site Zone

Zoning 

Space requirements 

Exhibition Fee  
*Tax included

Raw Space Fee
+ =¥378,000 x （        ） booth（s） Sub Total   ¥ （ ）A

     Total Amount    ¥ （ ）A + B 

¥135,000 for one booth       ¥200,880 for two booths
Sub Total   ¥ （ ）B

Tick one carpet color
□ Red □ Orange □ Green □ Blue □ Gray □ Beige

Description of your exhibits 

Contents of your business 

Name of President Date of Establishment Number of Employees Paid - up Capital

Name of Company

Exhibitor Name

URL

CountryAddress of Head Office

Deadline : October 16, 2015
Send to : Overseas Contact Office
　　　　 Space Media Japan
Fax : +81 3 3512 5680
E-mail : tradefairs2016@smj.co.jp  

Website Registration Fee

¥54,000 x （        ） companies  

Decorating Package  
*Tax included

（ 40 words or less ）

（ 20 words or less ）

（ if applicable ）

（ To be completed by an authorized representative of the organization applying to exhibit. ）

（ Please check one of the zones in which your exhibits are classified. ）

Will you attend the exhibitor briefing session on December 3, 2015 in Tokyo ? : □ Yes, please send further information.

【1. Enforcement of Rules】
Exhibitors must abide by the rules and provisions set in the Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms 
(exhibition procedures) that will be presented by the Organizer, Detailed Exhibition Rules and 
Submission Documents delivered at the Exhibitor Explanation Meeting, its invoices and various 
documents and emails, etc. which will be presented individually by the Organizer (hereinafter referred 
to collectively as “Exhibition Rules, etc.”) when participating in the exhibitions of the "NIKKEI MESSE: 
Shop, Office, House & Urban Innovat ion Exhibi t ion Japan" ( including "JAPAN SHOP," 
"ARCHITECTURE + CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS," "RETAILTECH JAPAN," "SECURITY SHOW," 
"TOKYO FRANCHISE SHOW," "LIGHTING FAIR," "LED NEXT STAGE," and other special exhibitions 
and related events; hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Exhibition"). Each Exhibitor shall have the 
Exhibition Rules, etc. observed by its related parties, such as its directors, employees, shareholders 
and capital contributors, as well as its advertising agents serving as exhibition intermediaries, its 
exhibition space construction-removal service contractors, its commissioned exhibition operation 
service contractors and parties to any agreement to be concluded on the Exhibition (including any 
party to which any of such parties re-outsources its service and any party to which any of such 
re-outsourcing service contractors outsources the service; the above-mentioned directors and such 
parties to the agreement are hereinafter referred to collectively as “Exhibitor-related Parties” and the 
Exhibitor and Exhibitor-related Parties are hereinafter referred to collectively as the “Exhibitor, etc.”). If 
the Organizer determines that an Exhibitor, etc. has violated any of these rules, the Organizer has the 
right to, at any time (including during the move-in and the exhibition period), not accept the 
application for exhibition participation, including that for participation in the Organizer’s future 
exhibitions, or revoke its approval for participation, as well as to order the removal of, or make change 
to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to issue an order to revise or suspend the demonstration 
procedure, or to suspend the provision of relevant services. The Organizer's decision standard and 
the reasons for such decision will not be disclosed. Even though the Exhibitor’s right for participation 
is revoked, it shall pay to the Organizer such cancellation fee as is set forth in the section titled “4. 
Cancellation” contained in these rules. If the Organizer or any of its related parties has incurred 
damage in an amount exceeding the said cancellation fee, the exhibitor may separately be demanded 
damage compensation from the Exhibitor or any of its related parties. The Organizer shall not 
compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damage it incurred by the former party’s non-acceptance of the 
latter party’s exhibition application, or by the revocation of participation, or to the removal of, or 
changes to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to the revision or suspension of the exhibition 
demonstration procedure. 

【2. Precaution for Exhibiting】
2-1. Exhibitors shall be limited to corporations and organizations providing products and/or services 
that meet the purpose of the exhibition prescribed by the Organizer. The Organizer may withhold the 
acceptance of the application, or refuse part of the applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself if the 
Organizer determines, according to the participation standards prescribed by it at its own discretion, 
that an applying company/organization, its product or service is not appropriate for the exhibition 
(including but not limited to any circumstance falling under any of the following cases). 
<Cases in which the Organizer will withhold the acceptance of the application or refuse part of the 
applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself>
-Cases where there is any incomplete or false statement on the application form or other documents 
submitted by the applicant

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the content of the exhibits fails to meet the purpose of 
this exhibition

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor has infringed upon a third party’s rights 
(intellectual property rights, likeness rights and so forth) or privacy

-Cases where the Organizer anticipates to receive a complaint from other Exhibitors and visitors
-Cases where the Exhibitor itself has legally filed for bankruptcy liquidation proceedings or the 
Exhibitor is the subject of bankruptcy proceedings filed for by other party 

-Cases where the Exhibitor has proved to be an anti-social force as set forth in 【10. Exclusion of 
Anti-Social Forces】

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor is inappropriate
2-2. Exhibitors are prohibited from selling any merchandise or service in a manner that involves price 
payment settlement at the exhibition hall (hereinafter referred to collectively as “Spot Sales”), 
excepting the sale of certain items or services approved in advance by the Organizer.
2-3. Applications for co-exhibitors shall be made for one booth or more per co-exhibiting 
company/organization. For example, two companies/organizations cannot exhibit in the space 
allotted for one booth.
2-4. The Organizer may withhold or refuse the participation of an applicant to the exhibition if the 
applicant is from any country or city that is on the WHO's list of areas with local transmission of any 
epidemic disease. An applicant not on such list may be required to submit relevant documents due to 
the decision of the Organizer.

【3. Application for Exhibition and Payment of Exhibition Fee】
3-1. The application for exhibition shall be submitted to the Organizer by the Exhibitor by a method 
specified by the former party. The application shall be deemed to be formally accepted by the 
Organizer when it sends out, after receiving the application, an “Exhibition Application Acceptance” 
notice (by e-mail or post) to the Exhibitor. Any Exhibitor who plans to apply for participation in the 
Exhibition for the first time must submit to the Organizer supporting materials specified by the latter 
party such as its company brochure and product catalog by a method specified by the Organizer. The 
Organizer may specify necessary supporting materials separately for certain exhibitions. The 
Organizer may, at its sole discretion, withhold or refuse an Exhibitor’s application if all supporting 
materials are not submitted. The Organizer shall not return to Exhibitors the application, supporting 
materials, and all the documents submitted by them. Exhibitors should retain the copies of such 
documents as their own records. Exhibitors may entrust any advertising agency approved by the 
Organizer with providing exhibition intermediary service.
3-2. The Organizer will request that the exhibition fee be paid by the Exhibitor (hereinafter in this 
section “3.2”, unless otherwise stated, the “Advertising Agency” if it provides exhibition intermediary 
service) after the Exhibitor's application has been formally accepted. The Exhibitor shall remit this fee 
to the designated bank account by Monday, November 16, 2015 (The remittance fee shall be paid by 
the Exhibitor). The Organizer has the right, in its sole discretion, to revoke an Exhibitor's application if 
the exhibition fee is not remitted by the date designated by the Organizer (The Organizer has the right 
to do so regardless of whether the Exhibitor [excluding the advertising agency] has remitted the 
exhibition fee to the applicable advertising agency.) 

【4. Cancellation】
4-1. After the formal acceptance of application, the Exhibitor is not permitted to withdraw or cancel 
participation unless the cancellation is due to unavoidable circumstances. If all or part of an exhibit is 
to be withdrawn or cancelled due to circumstances on the part of the Exhibitor (including the 
advertising agency if it serves as an exhibition intermediary), it (the advertising agency if it serves as 
exhibition intermediary) shall notify the Organizer of such decision in writing by a method accepted by 
the latter party and pay the following prescribed cancellation fee.
4-2. Cancellation Fee
- From the date on which the notification of application acceptance is sent out to Monday, November 

16, 2015: 50% of exhibition fee
- From Tuesday, November 17, 2015 to the closing day of the exhibition: 100% of exhibition fee
4-3. If the amount of damage to the Organizer or its related parties exceeds the cancellation fee, the 
excess amount is charged to Exhibitor separately.

【5. Allocation of Exhibition Space】
5-1. The Exhibitor’s space allocation will be determined according to floor plan/configuration arranged 
by the Organizer, in the Organizer's sole discretion. The Exhibitor does not have the right to select 
their location and shall accept all determinations made regarding such without objection. For 
exhibitions for which a draw is held to determine booth space allocation, the draw shall be held 
according to the exhibition’s rules and the Exhibitor shall accept all determinations regarding such 
without objection.
5-2. The Exhibitor is strictly forbidden, for any reason whatsoever, to exchange with, or assign/lease 
out to, another Exhibitor or a third party all or part of their exhibition space that has been determined 
by the Organizer or set by booth space allocation draw.
5-3. The Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change the floor plan without obtaining the consent of 
the Exhibitor if: an instruction or order is issued by the competent police department, fire department, 
health center or any other authorities, or there is any cancellation of applications for the exhibition.

【6. Submission of Order Forms】
The Exhibitor shall submit all order forms requested by the Organizer such as those prescribed in the 
Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms by the prescribed date in the prescribed manner. In the event 
of any delay by the Exhibitor, the Organizer or any of its related parties may not accept the 
application. 

Exhibition Rules 【7. Outlines of Rules on Exhibition】
7-1. The Exhibitor must be solely corporations or organizations described in the application form and 
the content of the exhibit shall be as described in the application form. Please note that even their 
parent companies, subsidiaries, related/affiliated companies, as well as group/partner corporations or 
organizations, that are not listed in the application form may not be able to exhibit their products and 
services and their name may not be able to be displayed in the Exhibitor’s booth.
7-2. If any changes occur in the corporation/organization itself, or in the content of the exhibit stated 
in the application form or products and services listed in the documents attached to the application, 
the Exhibitor must immediately notify the Organizer of such changes in writing by a method specified 
by the latter party of such changes.
7-3. The manner in which decorations and exhibits are to be moved in and out of the exhibition site 
as well as the exhibition rules and regulations shall be prescribed in the Exhibitor Service 
Manual/Order Forms, which the Exhibitor, etc. shall comply with.
7-4. The Exhibitor, etc. is not permitted to engage in any exhibits, advertising, or Spot Sales activity in 
locations such as aisles, etc. Such activity is to take place only in the Exhibitor’s assigned booth 
space. The Exhibitor shall also refrain from obstructing the activities of neighboring exhibitors. The 
Organizer will determine, in its sole discretion, the existence/non-existence of such obstruction and 
the Exhibitor shall accept this determination and abide by any orders issued by the Organizer.
7-5. The Exhibitor, etc. shall refrain from causing harm to, or disturbing other Exhibitors, etc. and 
visitors, and shall neither use displays with strong light, heat, odor or loud sound, nor present any 
demonstration causing annoyance to them. If the Organizer determines that any display is causing 
considerable harm or disturbance to other Exhibitors, etc. and visitors, the Organizer may, in its sole 
discretion, suspend or change such display as it sees fit, which the Exhibitor shall comply with. 
Moreover, as dangerous materials are prohibited from being brought into the exhibition hall by local 
fire prevention regulations, open flames (naked flames), smoke, smoke machines, neon tubes, etc. 
cannot be used for displays and/or performances.
7-6. Exhibitors, etc. are to strictly observe the venue’s fire prevention and safety regulations.
7-7. Exhibitors, etc. may not engage in any acts that are harmful or disturbing to other Exhibitors, etc. 
and visitors (such as forceful sales practices, solicitation, defamation, interfering with other's 
marketing activities, etc.) during, before or after the exhibition period. If the Organizer determines that 
any of the Exhibitors has engaged in any of such acts, the former party has the right to order, at its 
sole discretion, the exhibit to be suspended or to decide that the future applications for exhibition be 
declined, with which the Exhibitor shall comply.
7-8. The Organizer shall not be held responsible in any way for business talks held or the content of 
contracts entered into between Exhibitors and visitors during, before or after the Exhibition.
7-9. The Exhibitor may take photographs and video of its own booth ONLY, after first notifying the 
Organizer and receiving permission.
7-10. The Organizer may potentially decide, at its discretion and judgment, to cancel the participation 
by the Exhibitor, etc. if it has breached any of the rules set forth in the immediately-preceding items, or 
if its exhibition or act is likely to cause other exhibitors, etc. or visitors to lodge a complaint on such 
exhibition or act, or is likely to bring about any dispute at the exhibition venue, or has actually brought 
about any complaint or dispute there. In such event, the Exhibitor, etc. shall obey the instruction by 
the Organizer.

【8. Handling of Personal Information】
8-1. Exhibitors that acquire personal information through the exhibition must comply with Personal 
Information Protection Law and other applicable laws. The purpose in which the data is to be used 
shall be disclosed and given notice. Especially in the event of intending to provide "Personal 
Information" to a third-party, the Exhibitor must, unless otherwise allowed under such laws, obtain 
consent from the entity from which the information was acquired.
8-2. Exhibitors must lawfully manage and take appropriate control over “personal information” in 
accordance with "safe management" as stated by law.
8-3. If Exhibitors are asked by a party from which “Personal Information” is obtained to disclose, 
revise, add, delete, stop usage of, remove or express a complaint in the usage of personal information 
acquired through the exhibition, they must take appropriate action as stipulated under the law.
8-4. If any dispute occurs between the Exhibitor and the entity whereby the information was acquired 
in the usage of personal information acquired through the exhibition, the Exhibitor shall settle the 
dispute on its own responsibility. The Organizer will assume no responsibility whatsoever with regard 
to such problems.

【9. Damages】
9-1. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any damages caused to any Exhibitor or a 
third party concerning its life, physical well-being or property arising for any case from the use of the 
exhibition space, printed matter or the Exhibition's official web site by the Exhibitor.
9-2. The Exhibitor, etc. shall make immediate compensation for any damages to the structures or 
equipment in the exhibition hall and nearby area or to equipment prepared by the Organizer caused 
by the Exhibitor, etc. regardless of whether such damages are caused by negligence or intent.
9-3. The Organizer clearly disclaims responsibility for any disputes with a third party about the 
Exhibitor's product or service. The Exhibitor must settle such disputes on its own responsibility and at 
its expense, and thus hold the Organizer harmless. If the Organizer incurs any loss or damage arising 
from such disputes, the Exhibitor shall duly and immediately compensate the Organizer.
9-4. The Organizer shall not be liable to compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damages that are due 
to changes in the exhibition period or the suspension of the exhibition, either of which is directly 
caused by force majeure i.e. terrorism, domestic strife, war, strike, transportation delay, infectious 
disease, natural disaster or other reason for which the Organizer is not responsible.
9-5. The Organizer shall not compensate Exhibitors, etc. for any damage caused to them due to 
typographical errors contained in the floor map, website pages, guidebooks and other types of notice 
and advertisement.
9-6. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any type of damage caused to other 
Exhibitors, etc. or visitors by the Exhibitor, etc. owing to its act, including without limitation damage to 
one’s life, physical well-being, property, reputation or credibility, during the course of the exhibition 
period, including the move-in period. Any dispute with other exhibitors, etc. or visitors shall be 
resolved by the Exhibitor at its sole and own responsibility.

【10. Exclusion of Anti-Social Forces】
The Exhibitor, etc. shall represent and warrant that they are not currently nor have they in the past 
been an anti-social force (anti-social force refers to any of the types of persons or organizations 
specified in Items (i) through (viii) shown below)
(i) An organization that has been subjected to disposition under the Act on the Control of 
Organizations Having Committed Indiscriminate Mass Murder, or a person belonging to such 
organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person, or an organization 
that is in the same category as the aforementioned type of organization, or a person belonging to 
such organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person;
(ii) A person who has concealed, or is suspected to have concealed, crime proceeds or who has 
provided or received, or is suspected to have provided or received, crime proceeds, as set forth in the 
Act on Punishment of Organized Crimes and Control of Crime Proceeds, or other person having 
dealings with such person;
(iii) An organized crime group as defined in Article 2, Item 2 of the Act on Prevention of Unjust Acts by 
Organized Crime Group Members, its related organization and a member of such group or 
organization;
(iv) An organization or person such as a “sokaiya” racketeer, socially-branded racketeering 
organization, politically-branded racketeering organization and specially-skilled crime group;
(v) An organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands with 
the use of a method based on violence, threat, blackmail and fraud;
(vi) A organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands by 
hinting at being related to any of the types of persons or organizations specified in items (i) through (v) 
(hereinafter referred to as “Anti-social Force Entity”);
(vii) A corporation and other type of organization whose representative is an anti-social force entity or 
that is controlled by an anti-social force entity;
(viii) A corporation or organization at which an anti-social force entity serves as director, executive 
officer, senior officer, corporate auditor, trustee, supervisor or equivalent officer.

【11. Other】
11-1. The Exhibitor agrees that the Tokyo District Court shall have the exclusive jurisdiction of the first 
instance regarding any and all disputes that arise concerning the Exhibition Rules, etc.
11-2. If determined necessary by the Organizer, the Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change The 
Exhibition Rules, etc. at any time without prior notice to the Exhibitor.

【12. Visas】
12-1. Foreign exhibitors who need a visa must make complete arrangement on their own as the 
Organizer can neither supply documentation (invitation letter, etc.) nor act as a visa guarantor.
12-2. Exhibitors who cannot exhibit due being unable to obtain an entry visa into Japan, for whatever 
the reason, shall not have the right to claim, against the Organizer, compensation or a refund for 
arising damages.

zip code :

（ It will be registered and displayed on the official website and printings. ）

（ If it is different from the above. ）
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Signature

Contact person （ Please fill in the address, if it is different from the above head office. ）

Name :

http://

Job title / Dept. Address :

Tel : Fax : E-mail :

Name of company :
Contact person :
Address :
Tel / Fax :
E-mail :

Date

To : Overseas Contact Office
We, the undersigned, hereby make application for exhibit space in the exhibition and declare that all obligations, right and duties resulting from this application are to be governed 
by the “Exhibition Rules” set forth by the organizer, which we have read and we have agreed.
(*Please pay attention to the Exhibition Rules)

            /                       / 2015

APPLICATION FORM

Contact person / Representative in Japan

□  General Construction Materials and Related Products Zone

□  Photocatalytic Products Zone

□  Reform and Renovation Zone
□  Construction Site Zone

Zoning 

Space requirements 

Exhibition Fee  
*Tax included

Raw Space Fee
+ =¥378,000 x （        ） booth（s） Sub Total   ¥ （ ）A

     Total Amount    ¥ （ ）A + B 

¥135,000 for one booth       ¥200,880 for two booths
Sub Total   ¥ （ ）B

Tick one carpet color
□ Red □ Orange □ Green □ Blue □ Gray □ Beige

Description of your exhibits 

Contents of your business 

Name of President Date of Establishment Number of Employees Paid - up Capital

Name of Company

Exhibitor Name

URL

CountryAddress of Head Office

Deadline : October 16, 2015
Send to : Overseas Contact Office
　　　　 Space Media Japan
Fax : +81 3 3512 5680
E-mail : tradefairs2016@smj.co.jp  

Website Registration Fee

¥54,000 x （        ） companies  

Decorating Package  
*Tax included

（ 40 words or less ）

（ 20 words or less ）

（ if applicable ）

（ To be completed by an authorized representative of the organization applying to exhibit. ）

（ Please check one of the zones in which your exhibits are classified. ）

Will you attend the exhibitor briefing session on December 3, 2015 in Tokyo ? : □ Yes, please send further information.

【1. Enforcement of Rules】
Exhibitors must abide by the rules and provisions set in the Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms 
(exhibition procedures) that will be presented by the Organizer, Detailed Exhibition Rules and 
Submission Documents delivered at the Exhibitor Explanation Meeting, its invoices and various 
documents and emails, etc. which will be presented individually by the Organizer (hereinafter referred 
to collectively as “Exhibition Rules, etc.”) when participating in the exhibitions of the "NIKKEI MESSE: 
Shop, Office, House & Urban Innovat ion Exhibi t ion Japan" ( including "JAPAN SHOP," 
"ARCHITECTURE + CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS," "RETAILTECH JAPAN," "SECURITY SHOW," 
"TOKYO FRANCHISE SHOW," "LIGHTING FAIR," "LED NEXT STAGE," and other special exhibitions 
and related events; hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Exhibition"). Each Exhibitor shall have the 
Exhibition Rules, etc. observed by its related parties, such as its directors, employees, shareholders 
and capital contributors, as well as its advertising agents serving as exhibition intermediaries, its 
exhibition space construction-removal service contractors, its commissioned exhibition operation 
service contractors and parties to any agreement to be concluded on the Exhibition (including any 
party to which any of such parties re-outsources its service and any party to which any of such 
re-outsourcing service contractors outsources the service; the above-mentioned directors and such 
parties to the agreement are hereinafter referred to collectively as “Exhibitor-related Parties” and the 
Exhibitor and Exhibitor-related Parties are hereinafter referred to collectively as the “Exhibitor, etc.”). If 
the Organizer determines that an Exhibitor, etc. has violated any of these rules, the Organizer has the 
right to, at any time (including during the move-in and the exhibition period), not accept the 
application for exhibition participation, including that for participation in the Organizer’s future 
exhibitions, or revoke its approval for participation, as well as to order the removal of, or make change 
to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to issue an order to revise or suspend the demonstration 
procedure, or to suspend the provision of relevant services. The Organizer's decision standard and 
the reasons for such decision will not be disclosed. Even though the Exhibitor’s right for participation 
is revoked, it shall pay to the Organizer such cancellation fee as is set forth in the section titled “4. 
Cancellation” contained in these rules. If the Organizer or any of its related parties has incurred 
damage in an amount exceeding the said cancellation fee, the exhibitor may separately be demanded 
damage compensation from the Exhibitor or any of its related parties. The Organizer shall not 
compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damage it incurred by the former party’s non-acceptance of the 
latter party’s exhibition application, or by the revocation of participation, or to the removal of, or 
changes to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to the revision or suspension of the exhibition 
demonstration procedure. 

【2. Precaution for Exhibiting】
2-1. Exhibitors shall be limited to corporations and organizations providing products and/or services 
that meet the purpose of the exhibition prescribed by the Organizer. The Organizer may withhold the 
acceptance of the application, or refuse part of the applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself if the 
Organizer determines, according to the participation standards prescribed by it at its own discretion, 
that an applying company/organization, its product or service is not appropriate for the exhibition 
(including but not limited to any circumstance falling under any of the following cases). 
<Cases in which the Organizer will withhold the acceptance of the application or refuse part of the 
applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself>
-Cases where there is any incomplete or false statement on the application form or other documents 
submitted by the applicant

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the content of the exhibits fails to meet the purpose of 
this exhibition

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor has infringed upon a third party’s rights 
(intellectual property rights, likeness rights and so forth) or privacy

-Cases where the Organizer anticipates to receive a complaint from other Exhibitors and visitors
-Cases where the Exhibitor itself has legally filed for bankruptcy liquidation proceedings or the 
Exhibitor is the subject of bankruptcy proceedings filed for by other party 

-Cases where the Exhibitor has proved to be an anti-social force as set forth in 【10. Exclusion of 
Anti-Social Forces】

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor is inappropriate
2-2. Exhibitors are prohibited from selling any merchandise or service in a manner that involves price 
payment settlement at the exhibition hall (hereinafter referred to collectively as “Spot Sales”), 
excepting the sale of certain items or services approved in advance by the Organizer.
2-3. Applications for co-exhibitors shall be made for one booth or more per co-exhibiting 
company/organization. For example, two companies/organizations cannot exhibit in the space 
allotted for one booth.
2-4. The Organizer may withhold or refuse the participation of an applicant to the exhibition if the 
applicant is from any country or city that is on the WHO's list of areas with local transmission of any 
epidemic disease. An applicant not on such list may be required to submit relevant documents due to 
the decision of the Organizer.

【3. Application for Exhibition and Payment of Exhibition Fee】
3-1. The application for exhibition shall be submitted to the Organizer by the Exhibitor by a method 
specified by the former party. The application shall be deemed to be formally accepted by the 
Organizer when it sends out, after receiving the application, an “Exhibition Application Acceptance” 
notice (by e-mail or post) to the Exhibitor. Any Exhibitor who plans to apply for participation in the 
Exhibition for the first time must submit to the Organizer supporting materials specified by the latter 
party such as its company brochure and product catalog by a method specified by the Organizer. The 
Organizer may specify necessary supporting materials separately for certain exhibitions. The 
Organizer may, at its sole discretion, withhold or refuse an Exhibitor’s application if all supporting 
materials are not submitted. The Organizer shall not return to Exhibitors the application, supporting 
materials, and all the documents submitted by them. Exhibitors should retain the copies of such 
documents as their own records. Exhibitors may entrust any advertising agency approved by the 
Organizer with providing exhibition intermediary service.
3-2. The Organizer will request that the exhibition fee be paid by the Exhibitor (hereinafter in this 
section “3.2”, unless otherwise stated, the “Advertising Agency” if it provides exhibition intermediary 
service) after the Exhibitor's application has been formally accepted. The Exhibitor shall remit this fee 
to the designated bank account by Monday, November 16, 2015 (The remittance fee shall be paid by 
the Exhibitor). The Organizer has the right, in its sole discretion, to revoke an Exhibitor's application if 
the exhibition fee is not remitted by the date designated by the Organizer (The Organizer has the right 
to do so regardless of whether the Exhibitor [excluding the advertising agency] has remitted the 
exhibition fee to the applicable advertising agency.) 

【4. Cancellation】
4-1. After the formal acceptance of application, the Exhibitor is not permitted to withdraw or cancel 
participation unless the cancellation is due to unavoidable circumstances. If all or part of an exhibit is 
to be withdrawn or cancelled due to circumstances on the part of the Exhibitor (including the 
advertising agency if it serves as an exhibition intermediary), it (the advertising agency if it serves as 
exhibition intermediary) shall notify the Organizer of such decision in writing by a method accepted by 
the latter party and pay the following prescribed cancellation fee.
4-2. Cancellation Fee
- From the date on which the notification of application acceptance is sent out to Monday, November 

16, 2015: 50% of exhibition fee
- From Tuesday, November 17, 2015 to the closing day of the exhibition: 100% of exhibition fee
4-3. If the amount of damage to the Organizer or its related parties exceeds the cancellation fee, the 
excess amount is charged to Exhibitor separately.

【5. Allocation of Exhibition Space】
5-1. The Exhibitor’s space allocation will be determined according to floor plan/configuration arranged 
by the Organizer, in the Organizer's sole discretion. The Exhibitor does not have the right to select 
their location and shall accept all determinations made regarding such without objection. For 
exhibitions for which a draw is held to determine booth space allocation, the draw shall be held 
according to the exhibition’s rules and the Exhibitor shall accept all determinations regarding such 
without objection.
5-2. The Exhibitor is strictly forbidden, for any reason whatsoever, to exchange with, or assign/lease 
out to, another Exhibitor or a third party all or part of their exhibition space that has been determined 
by the Organizer or set by booth space allocation draw.
5-3. The Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change the floor plan without obtaining the consent of 
the Exhibitor if: an instruction or order is issued by the competent police department, fire department, 
health center or any other authorities, or there is any cancellation of applications for the exhibition.

【6. Submission of Order Forms】
The Exhibitor shall submit all order forms requested by the Organizer such as those prescribed in the 
Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms by the prescribed date in the prescribed manner. In the event 
of any delay by the Exhibitor, the Organizer or any of its related parties may not accept the 
application. 

Exhibition Rules 【7. Outlines of Rules on Exhibition】
7-1. The Exhibitor must be solely corporations or organizations described in the application form and 
the content of the exhibit shall be as described in the application form. Please note that even their 
parent companies, subsidiaries, related/affiliated companies, as well as group/partner corporations or 
organizations, that are not listed in the application form may not be able to exhibit their products and 
services and their name may not be able to be displayed in the Exhibitor’s booth.
7-2. If any changes occur in the corporation/organization itself, or in the content of the exhibit stated 
in the application form or products and services listed in the documents attached to the application, 
the Exhibitor must immediately notify the Organizer of such changes in writing by a method specified 
by the latter party of such changes.
7-3. The manner in which decorations and exhibits are to be moved in and out of the exhibition site 
as well as the exhibition rules and regulations shall be prescribed in the Exhibitor Service 
Manual/Order Forms, which the Exhibitor, etc. shall comply with.
7-4. The Exhibitor, etc. is not permitted to engage in any exhibits, advertising, or Spot Sales activity in 
locations such as aisles, etc. Such activity is to take place only in the Exhibitor’s assigned booth 
space. The Exhibitor shall also refrain from obstructing the activities of neighboring exhibitors. The 
Organizer will determine, in its sole discretion, the existence/non-existence of such obstruction and 
the Exhibitor shall accept this determination and abide by any orders issued by the Organizer.
7-5. The Exhibitor, etc. shall refrain from causing harm to, or disturbing other Exhibitors, etc. and 
visitors, and shall neither use displays with strong light, heat, odor or loud sound, nor present any 
demonstration causing annoyance to them. If the Organizer determines that any display is causing 
considerable harm or disturbance to other Exhibitors, etc. and visitors, the Organizer may, in its sole 
discretion, suspend or change such display as it sees fit, which the Exhibitor shall comply with. 
Moreover, as dangerous materials are prohibited from being brought into the exhibition hall by local 
fire prevention regulations, open flames (naked flames), smoke, smoke machines, neon tubes, etc. 
cannot be used for displays and/or performances.
7-6. Exhibitors, etc. are to strictly observe the venue’s fire prevention and safety regulations.
7-7. Exhibitors, etc. may not engage in any acts that are harmful or disturbing to other Exhibitors, etc. 
and visitors (such as forceful sales practices, solicitation, defamation, interfering with other's 
marketing activities, etc.) during, before or after the exhibition period. If the Organizer determines that 
any of the Exhibitors has engaged in any of such acts, the former party has the right to order, at its 
sole discretion, the exhibit to be suspended or to decide that the future applications for exhibition be 
declined, with which the Exhibitor shall comply.
7-8. The Organizer shall not be held responsible in any way for business talks held or the content of 
contracts entered into between Exhibitors and visitors during, before or after the Exhibition.
7-9. The Exhibitor may take photographs and video of its own booth ONLY, after first notifying the 
Organizer and receiving permission.
7-10. The Organizer may potentially decide, at its discretion and judgment, to cancel the participation 
by the Exhibitor, etc. if it has breached any of the rules set forth in the immediately-preceding items, or 
if its exhibition or act is likely to cause other exhibitors, etc. or visitors to lodge a complaint on such 
exhibition or act, or is likely to bring about any dispute at the exhibition venue, or has actually brought 
about any complaint or dispute there. In such event, the Exhibitor, etc. shall obey the instruction by 
the Organizer.

【8. Handling of Personal Information】
8-1. Exhibitors that acquire personal information through the exhibition must comply with Personal 
Information Protection Law and other applicable laws. The purpose in which the data is to be used 
shall be disclosed and given notice. Especially in the event of intending to provide "Personal 
Information" to a third-party, the Exhibitor must, unless otherwise allowed under such laws, obtain 
consent from the entity from which the information was acquired.
8-2. Exhibitors must lawfully manage and take appropriate control over “personal information” in 
accordance with "safe management" as stated by law.
8-3. If Exhibitors are asked by a party from which “Personal Information” is obtained to disclose, 
revise, add, delete, stop usage of, remove or express a complaint in the usage of personal information 
acquired through the exhibition, they must take appropriate action as stipulated under the law.
8-4. If any dispute occurs between the Exhibitor and the entity whereby the information was acquired 
in the usage of personal information acquired through the exhibition, the Exhibitor shall settle the 
dispute on its own responsibility. The Organizer will assume no responsibility whatsoever with regard 
to such problems.

【9. Damages】
9-1. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any damages caused to any Exhibitor or a 
third party concerning its life, physical well-being or property arising for any case from the use of the 
exhibition space, printed matter or the Exhibition's official web site by the Exhibitor.
9-2. The Exhibitor, etc. shall make immediate compensation for any damages to the structures or 
equipment in the exhibition hall and nearby area or to equipment prepared by the Organizer caused 
by the Exhibitor, etc. regardless of whether such damages are caused by negligence or intent.
9-3. The Organizer clearly disclaims responsibility for any disputes with a third party about the 
Exhibitor's product or service. The Exhibitor must settle such disputes on its own responsibility and at 
its expense, and thus hold the Organizer harmless. If the Organizer incurs any loss or damage arising 
from such disputes, the Exhibitor shall duly and immediately compensate the Organizer.
9-4. The Organizer shall not be liable to compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damages that are due 
to changes in the exhibition period or the suspension of the exhibition, either of which is directly 
caused by force majeure i.e. terrorism, domestic strife, war, strike, transportation delay, infectious 
disease, natural disaster or other reason for which the Organizer is not responsible.
9-5. The Organizer shall not compensate Exhibitors, etc. for any damage caused to them due to 
typographical errors contained in the floor map, website pages, guidebooks and other types of notice 
and advertisement.
9-6. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any type of damage caused to other 
Exhibitors, etc. or visitors by the Exhibitor, etc. owing to its act, including without limitation damage to 
one’s life, physical well-being, property, reputation or credibility, during the course of the exhibition 
period, including the move-in period. Any dispute with other exhibitors, etc. or visitors shall be 
resolved by the Exhibitor at its sole and own responsibility.

【10. Exclusion of Anti-Social Forces】
The Exhibitor, etc. shall represent and warrant that they are not currently nor have they in the past 
been an anti-social force (anti-social force refers to any of the types of persons or organizations 
specified in Items (i) through (viii) shown below)
(i) An organization that has been subjected to disposition under the Act on the Control of 
Organizations Having Committed Indiscriminate Mass Murder, or a person belonging to such 
organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person, or an organization 
that is in the same category as the aforementioned type of organization, or a person belonging to 
such organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person;
(ii) A person who has concealed, or is suspected to have concealed, crime proceeds or who has 
provided or received, or is suspected to have provided or received, crime proceeds, as set forth in the 
Act on Punishment of Organized Crimes and Control of Crime Proceeds, or other person having 
dealings with such person;
(iii) An organized crime group as defined in Article 2, Item 2 of the Act on Prevention of Unjust Acts by 
Organized Crime Group Members, its related organization and a member of such group or 
organization;
(iv) An organization or person such as a “sokaiya” racketeer, socially-branded racketeering 
organization, politically-branded racketeering organization and specially-skilled crime group;
(v) An organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands with 
the use of a method based on violence, threat, blackmail and fraud;
(vi) A organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands by 
hinting at being related to any of the types of persons or organizations specified in items (i) through (v) 
(hereinafter referred to as “Anti-social Force Entity”);
(vii) A corporation and other type of organization whose representative is an anti-social force entity or 
that is controlled by an anti-social force entity;
(viii) A corporation or organization at which an anti-social force entity serves as director, executive 
officer, senior officer, corporate auditor, trustee, supervisor or equivalent officer.

【11. Other】
11-1. The Exhibitor agrees that the Tokyo District Court shall have the exclusive jurisdiction of the first 
instance regarding any and all disputes that arise concerning the Exhibition Rules, etc.
11-2. If determined necessary by the Organizer, the Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change The 
Exhibition Rules, etc. at any time without prior notice to the Exhibitor.

【12. Visas】
12-1. Foreign exhibitors who need a visa must make complete arrangement on their own as the 
Organizer can neither supply documentation (invitation letter, etc.) nor act as a visa guarantor.
12-2. Exhibitors who cannot exhibit due being unable to obtain an entry visa into Japan, for whatever 
the reason, shall not have the right to claim, against the Organizer, compensation or a refund for 
arising damages.

zip code :

（ It will be registered and displayed on the official website and printings. ）

（ If it is different from the above. ）



【General Construction Materials and Related Products Zone】
ACOSSTEC
ADVANEX
ADY
AIDA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 
ALLOY
AMEFREC
American Housing Products Information Center
American Softwoods Japan Office 
Anshin Project Japan
AOKI HOUSING EQUIPMENT
APPLE PIN SYSTEMS
ARCFEEL
ARKEMA
ASANO METAL INDUSTRY 
ASSIST
ASTRO
AWAJI ROOF TILE INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
BEAL INTERNATIONAL
BOARD
BO&CO.
BRIGHTON
BROTHER-ENTERPRISE
CANADA WOOD
CEMEDINE
CERAMESSE
CHIYODA UTE
CHUBUFLOORING
Computer System Technology
COSMOSOUND
DAIKEN
DAIKURE
DAITECSUNZ
DAIWA SLICED VENEER INDUSTRY
DELTA FAUCET
DESIGNARC
DIC
DM Card Japan
ECOMA
EDIFICE ENERGY-SAVING TECHNOLOGY
EPROCESS
Euro Covering 
EXTILE
FAKRO
FEDE
FUJIGAKI CERAMICS
FURUNO ELECTRIC
GAIABOOKS
GARASU-LAND
GENBAEYE
GEO.PRINCE TAKESHITA
GIFU PLASTIC INDUSTRY
GOETHE HOUSE
GOGOH
GORIKI ISLAND
GROOVE
HAFELE JAPAN
Hanatomidorisha
hauseco
HIROTEC
HOKUSAN
HOKUSEI
HOKUSHU
HOLZBELL
HOMEKENZAI
HORI METAL LEAF & POWDER
HOTTY POLYMER 
HyAS & Co.
IBIDENKENSO
IBUKI CRAFT
ICOTRYOWA
IG Consulting
INOVAR INDUSTRIES
INSTITUTE OF PREVENTION TECHNOLOGY

ISHIWATA
ISK CORP.
IWAKURA CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
IYOSEKI
IZUMI
IZUMISYSTEM
JAPAN INTERIOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
JAPAN WATERPROOFING MATERIALS ASSOCIATION(JWMA)
JETGRAPH
Joiner Fastener Enterprise 
JTS
KAKUDAI MFG.
KANEKI SEITO
Kawaguchi Furniture 
KAWAGURE
KAWAISEIKO
KEI CREATE DESIGN
KENKO CORPORATION
KENKOUTATAMITENKAI
KIMURA
KOCHI INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION CENTER
KOMATSU SEIREN 
KROSSWOOD DOORS
KUNIMINE INDUSTRIES
KURIMOTO
KURIYAMA
KYOLITE
KYUSHU HIGH TECH
LARSON JUHL NIPPON
LEC
LINAX
LOUVRETEC
MARUKI
MARUYOSHI
MARVIN WINDOWS AND DOORS
MASUDA
MATSUMURAKOGEI
Metrotile Japan
M.I.C
Mihashi Techno-Art
MIHASI
MIKIRIKEN INDUSTRIAL
MIMAKI ENGINEERING
MINO 
MIRACOOL
MITSUBISHI PLASTICS
MIZSEI MFG
MURO CORPORATION
NAGAE TOGYO
NAGOYA MOSAIC
NAHTAG BUILDING SUPPLY
NAIGAI
NAKA CORPORATION
NAKAMAETOKUSHUGOUHAN
NANIWATEKKOU
NANODAX
NBM
NIHON GETZNER
NIHON KAISER
NIHON LIVACON KYOKAI
NIHON TURF&GREEN
NIHON WIDE CLOTH
Nikkei Business Publications
NIKKO
Nippon Aqua 
NITTO
NITTO
NOGUCHI
NRE-HAPPINESS
ODM
OHSATO
OKABE
OKABE
OKAMOTO INTERNATIONAL

OKUTA
OMEGAJAPAN
Omega Products Japan
OMURA TORYO
ON THE WALL
OOHASHI
Organization for Tottori Industrial Promotion
OYAMA LUMBER 
OZAWA MOSAIC WORKS
Panel Plus
PaPaLaB 
Pioneer Millworks
PROHOME ODAI
REBUILD
REGOLITH
SAKAMOTO
SANESU
SANKO
SANKYO SEITO 
SANYOURIKUUN
SASH TIMES
SAWAYA
SCIENCE
SEKISUI HEIM SUPPLY
SEKISUI NANO COAT TECHNOLOGY 
SEVEN HOME
SHENZHEN EBELONG TECHNOLOGY
SHINGOSHU
SHINKO STAINLESS KENMA
SHINTOUSERVICE
SINKOSEWING
SINTOKOGIO
SUGATSUNE KOGYO
SUGIMOTO
sugiuraseitou
sumainoyanekannkikabetuukikennkyuukai
SUMIKIN SYSTEM BUILDINGS
SUNGRESS
SUNTACS
SUNWIZZ
SUNYOW
SUSTAINABLE TITANIA TECHNOLOGY
SUZUSEITO
TAC
TAISEI
TAIYO-CEMENT INDUSTRIAL
TAIYO SEIKI IRON WORKS 
TAJIMI-CITY MINOYAKI CERAMIC TILES'PROMOTION COUNCIL
TAKANOKEIKIN
TAKAO
TAKATA Orimono
TAMABOUSUIGIKEN
Tamagawa yougyo
TANIGUCHI SEITOSHO
TERADA ELECTRIC WORKS
THE POTTERY INDUSTRY EXHIBITION OF AICHI MIKAWA
THREE-S CORPORATION
T-KATO
TN CORPORATION
TOKO SHUTTER
TOKUMO RESIN
TOKYO BLINDS
Tokyo Rhino
Tokyo Stainless Grinding
T.O.OGASAWARA
TORAY GROUP
TOWA ARKS
toyokoh
TOYO KOHAN
TOYOTA KOHKI
TSUKASA CORPORATION
TUCHISHIN
USTECH 
Visdac Japan

WADASOUBI
WING
W&L UNION 
WOOD FIBER
XIAMEN SINOCO IMPORT & EXPORT
X'S CORPORATION
Yamachi Corporation
YAMAGATAYA INDUSTRY
yamaguchitougyousya
YAMAZAKI CORPORATION
YODOGAWASEIKOUSYO
YOKOBUSSAN
YONEYAMA INDUSTRIES
YUKASANSHOKENZAI
YUMEHOUSE

【House Remodeling Zone】
EIJYUSANGYOU
INAGAKISHOJI
IZUMITECHNOS
KEIHIN
KENSO
MARUKU POTTERY
MARUNAKA
NACENGINEERING
NICHIJYUUKYO
P・C・G TECHNICA
SANSHINKENZAI
SENROKUYA
SHIMABUN
TAIKIKOUGYOU
TAKARA STANDARD

【Quake Resistant, Vibration Control and Base Isolation Zone】
AQTIS
HORY
IDEAL BRAIN
KANESO
KEYMAN
MEIKO
OKADA INDUSTRY
RIKEN LIGHT METAL INDUSTRY
STRUCTURE OF MESH REINFORCED CONCRETE
SUMITOMO RIKO
TAKEUCHI CONSTRUCTION

【Photocatalytic Products Zone】
KMEW
KON CORPORATION
MIHASI
NIPPON SODA
PANASONIC
PHOTOCATALYSIS CONSORTIUM
PHOTOCATALYSIS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN
SHIN-ETSU CHEMICAL
TAIYO KOGYO
TOTO

【Domestic Lumber Zone】
BIG WILL
FUKUTOH Construction
INGS
KINOMACHIDUKURIKYOGIKAI
MIYAZAKI PREF. FEDERATION OF LUMBER COOPERATIVES
MURAMOTO
SHIMASAKI KOHSAN
TSC
UNI4M

【Good Design Zone】
GEO.PRINCE TAKESHITA
GOP
JAPAN INSTITUTE OF DESIGN PROMOTION
KAWAKAMIBANKINKOUGYOUSYO
NARUSHO
SHINTO
TAKARA INDUSTRY
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Overseas Contact Office
Space Media Japan
5-1-2F, Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0083, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3512-5670   Fax: +81-3-3512-5680
E-mail: tradefairs2016@smj.co.jp
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